Chronic kidney disease: a research and public health priority
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The global burden of non-communicable diseases

The growing global burden of non-communicable diseases (NCDs) worldwide has been disregarded until recently by policy makers, major aid donors and academics. However, NCDs are the leading cause of death in the world [1–3]. In 2008, there were 57 million deaths globally, of which 63% were due to NCDs. These chronic diseases are the largest cause of death, led by cardiovascular disease (17 million deaths, mainly from ischaemic heart disease and stroke) followed by cancer (7.6 million), chronic lung disease (4.2 million, including asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease) and diabetes mellitus (1.3 million deaths) [4]. They share key risk factors: tobacco use, unhealthy diets, lack of physical activity and alcohol abuse [4]. The current burden of chronic diseases reflects past exposure to these risk factors, and the future burden will be largely determined by the current exposure. Actually, worldwide the prevalence of these chronic diseases is projected to increase substantially over the next decades [5]. According to WHO, the global number of individuals with diabetes in 2000 was estimated to be 171 million (2.8% of the world’s population), a figure anticipated to increase in 2030 to 366 million (6.5%), 298 million of whom will live in developing countries [6].

As a consequence, predictions for the next two decades show a near 3-fold increase in the ischaemic heart disease and stroke mortality rate in Latin America, Sub-Saharan Africa and the Middle East [4]. Countries in transition in the South-East and East Asia have also witnessed a rapid deterioration of their chronic disease risk and mortality profile [7]. India, the second most populous country, has the highest number of diabetics in the world, and in 2008, the estimates for age-standardized deaths per 100 000 population due to diabetes and cardiovascular disease were 386.3 and 283.0 in males and females, respectively [7]. In China, age-specific death rates from cardiovascular disease increased between 200 and 300% in those aged 35 through 44 years between 1986 and 1999, and by more than 100% in those aged 45–54 years [8]. Of note, the 2011 WHO report on CKD Country Profiles [7] shows that globally low- and lower-middle income countries have the highest proportion of deaths under 60 years of age from NCDs. In 2008, the proportion of these premature NCD deaths was 41% in low-income and 28% in lower-middle income countries, respectively, threefold and more than twofold as compared with the proportion in the high-income countries (13%).

Risk factors for chronic diseases are also escalating. Smoking prevalence and obesity levels among adolescents have risen considerably worldwide over the past decade and portend a rapid increase in chronic diseases [9, 10]. In all countries, the increased burden of NCDs is also leading to growing economic costs. For example, it has been anticipated that in the United States, cardiovascular diseases and diabetes together cost $750 billion annually [11]. In the next 10 years the United Kingdom will lose $33 billion in national income as a result of largely preventable heart disease, stroke and diabetes [12, 13]. Over the same period, the national income loss for NCDs in India and China will account for $237 and $558 billion, respectively [12, 13].

Thus, NCDs are among the most severe threats to global economic development, probably more detrimental than fiscal crisis, as underlined by the World Economic Forum’s 2009 report.

The case of chronic kidney disease

Chronic kidney disease (CKD) is a key determinant of the poor health outcomes for major NCDs [14]. CKD is a worldwide threat to public health, but the size of the problem is probably not fully appreciated. Estimates of the global burden of the diseases report that diseases of the kidney and urinary tract contribute with ∼830 000 deaths annually and 18 867 000 disability-adjusted life years (DALY), making them the 12th highest cause of death (1.4% of all deaths) and the 17th cause of disability (1% of all DALY). This ranking is similar across World Bank regions, but, among developing areas, East Asia and Pacific regions have the highest annual rate of death due to diseases of the genitourinary system [15].
National and international renal registries offer an important source of information on several aspects of CKD. In particular, they are useful in characterizing the population on renal replacement therapy (RRT) due to end-stage renal disease (ESRD), describing the prevalence and incidence of ESRD and trends in mortality and disease rates. One of the most comprehensive sources of information about the prevalence of ESRD worldwide is the United States Renal Data System (USRDS). We have implemented the USRDS dataset with ESRD data from renal registries identified after searches of web resources for registry databases, annual reports and published literature. According to this analysis, the most recent available data indicate that the prevalence of ESRD ranges from 2447 pmp in Taiwan to 10 pmp in Nigeria (Figure 1). However, there is paucity of renal registries globally with an international standard for registry data collection, especially in low- and middle-income countries, where, in addition, the use of RRT is scarce or non-existent, eventually making it difficult to compare ESRD results [16]. For these reasons, the reported prevalence rate of ESRD varies widely among countries, especially in the emerging world, which may be related more to the capacity of the health system to provide the costly RRT treatment than true difference in epidemiology of renal disease. Thus, in Latin America, the ESRD prevalence ranges from 1019 pmp in Uruguay to 34 pmp in Honduras, a difference that may also reflect the relationship with the gross national product [17]. Much less is known in Africa, with the highest ESRD prevalence in Tunisia (713 pmp) and Egypt (669 pmp) [18]. In relatively developed regions of China, especially in major cities, the prevalence of ESRD has been reported to be 102 pmp [19], whereas in Japan, it is more than 2200 pmp, one of the highest rates worldwide. Therefore, overall there are ~1.8 million people in the world who are alive simply because they have access to one form or another of RRT [20]. Ninety per cent of those live in industrialized countries, where the average gross income is in excess of US $10 000 per capita [21]. The size of this population has been expanding at a rate of 7% per year. As an example, over the last decade, the number of those requiring dialysis has increased annually by 6.1% in Canada [22], 11% in Japan [23] and 9% in Australia [24]. However, <10% of all patients with ESRD receive any form of RRT in countries such as India and Pakistan. In India, ~100 000 patients develop ESRD each year [25]. Of these, 90% never see a nephrologist. Of the 10 000 patients who do consult a nephrologist, RRT is initiated in 90%; the remaining 10% are unable to afford any form of RRT. Of the 8900 patients who start

Fig. 1. Prevalence of ESRD (dialysis and transplantation) worldwide. Data are from the 2011 USRDS Annual Report and from national registry database and published literature. All rates are unadjusted and presented as prevalence rate per million population.
haemodialysis, 60% are lost to follow-up within 3 months. These patients drop out of therapy, because they realize that dialysis is not a cure and has to be performed over the long-term, ultimately causing impoverishment of their families.

Patients on RRT can be regarded as the tip of the iceberg, whereas the number of those with CKD not yet in need of RRT is much greater. However, the exact prevalence of pre-dialysis CKD is not known and only rough estimates exist. In industrialized countries such as the USA, the Third National Health and Nutrition Evaluation Survey (NHANES III, 1999–2006) has shown a prevalence of CKD in the adult population of 11.5% (~23.2 million people) [26]. A sizeable proportion of these people will experience the progression of their disease to ESRD. In Europe, the Prevention of End-Stage Renal and Vascular End-points (PREVEND) study undertaken in the city of Groningen (the Netherlands) evaluated almost 40 000 individuals in a cross-sectional cohort study [27]. It was found that no less than 16.6% had high normal albuminuria and ~7% of those screened had microalbuminuria. If these data were to be extrapolated to the world population, the number of people with CKD could be estimated as hundreds of millions.

Although data concerning the prevalence of pre-dialysis CKD in developing countries are scarce, we would expect that there are comparable numbers of patients with CKD in poor countries as in industrialized nations. To this, the International Society of Nephrology (ISN) Global Outreach (GO) funded the Kidney Disease Data Center database to house data from sponsored programmes aimed at preventing CKD and its complications in developing nations. Some examples indicate that the overall prevalence of CKD, diagnosed based on a urinary albumin/creatinine ratio ≥30 or glomerular filtration rate (GFR) ≤60 L/min/1.73 m² (as Modification of Diet in Renal Disease, four variables), is 11 and 10.6% in urban areas, respectively, of Moldova [28] and Nepal [29]. Moreover, in the attempt to compare the burden of illness among centres in Nepal, China and Mongolia, in 11 394 adult subjects, it has been found that decreased estimated GFR (<60 L/min/1.73 m²) was present in 7.3–14% of participants across centres; proteinuria (≥1+) on dipstick (2.4–10%) was also common [30]. By a recent cross-sectional survey of a nationally representative sample of Chinese adults, the overall prevalence of CKD was 10.8% [31].

Data from India also suggest that in a developing country, the prevalence rate of CKD could vary almost 5-fold between the rural and city population [32, 33]. These observations imply that CKD would affect not only very many people in the developing world, but preferentially the poor within these countries who usually have no information about disease and risk factors, and cannot have access to healthcare. Interestingly, low socioeconomic status is associated with CKD also in developed nations, as shown in Unites States by the NHANES survey, which reported people with lower income being disproportionately afflicted with a higher burden of CKD risk factors [34]. Similarly, in Sweden [35] and the UK [36], lower income and social deprivation are associated with micro- or macro-albuminuric, reduced GFR and progressive kidney function loss.

**Causes of CKD vary in developed and developing nations**

**Diabetes and hypertension**

Diabetes and hypertension are the major causes of CKD leading to kidney failure in the USA, accounting for 153 and 99 pmp, respectively [37], of incident causes of ESRD. Definitely lower is the contribution of glomerulonephritis (23.7 pmp) [37]. The proportion of people with CKD not explained by diabetes and hypertension is substantially lower in the USA (28% of stage 3–4 CKD) than in developing countries [37, 38]. Indeed, in a recent study analysing screening programmes in Nepal, China and Mongolia, 43% of people with CKD did not have diabetes or hypertension [30].

**Infectious diseases**

There is also increasing evidence that infectious diseases, still a major health problem in low-income countries, may substantially contribute to the burden of chronic nephropathies. This mainly relates to poor environmental conditions, unsafe life habit and malnutrition. Urinary tract infections, occurring in the entire population, but with particular impact on females of all ages, especially during pregnancy, may have long-term consequences over and above the direct infectious disease morbidity and mortality these infections cause. They include chronic injury of the kidney which eventually may lead to loss of renal function, development of secondary hypertension and, for pregnant women, increased risk of maternal toxemia, neonatal prematurity and low birth weight which is usually associated with lower-than-normal nephron number anticipating the high risk for hypertension and chronic renal injury during the life time [39]. Moreover, in several regions worldwide, tuberculosis is still an endemic infection with many cases of renal tuberculosis remaining clinically silent for years while irreversible renal destruction takes place [40]. Glomerular involvement with parasitic diseases, including malaria [41], schistosomiasis [42] and leishmaniasis [43], may also pave the way to progressive renal disease. A variety of glomerular lesions, and in particular a unique form of glomerular damage, HIV-associated nephropathy, have emerged as significant forms of renal disease in HIV-infected patients [44]. With the increasing rate of this viral infection, kidney failure in HIV-infected patients will progressively become a major public health problem, particularly in Sub-Saharan Africa. Therefore, in developing countries, infectious diseases add substantial burden to non-communicable risk factors, in enhancing the global prevalence of CKDs.

**Malnutrition**

There are also factors that link early malnutrition with being overweight in adulthood, ultimately developing into
diabetes and diabetic nephropathy [45]. A number of observational epidemiological studies have postulated that early (intrauterine or early postnatal) malnutrition causes an irreversible differentiation of the metabolic system, which may, in turn, increase the risk of certain chronic diseases in adulthood. For example, a fetus of an undernourished mother will respond to a reduced energy supply by switching on genes that optimize energy conservation. This survival strategy means a permanent differentiation of regulatory systems that result in an excess accumulation of energy (and consequently body fat) when the adult is exposed to an unrestricted dietary energy supply [45]. Because intrauterine growth retardation and low birth weight are common in developing countries or within minority groups, this mechanism may result in the establishment of a population in which many adults are particularly susceptible to developing obesity and CKD. These observations further imply that CKD would affect preferentially the poor within these countries.

Acute kidney injury

CKD is also linked to acute kidney injury (AKI). Thus, both the rate of progression to ESRD and all-cause mortality are increased in patients with CKD after transient increases in serum creatinine when compared with patients without CKD [46]. Moreover, up to 28% of the patients with no pre-existing kidney disease who recover from AKI develop de novo CKD [47]. Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory medications, several cardiovascular and diabetes drugs, as well as traditional medicines used in the primary-care setting in developing countries, may lead to the development of transient episodes of AKI. These findings emphasize the relevance of CKD detection and appropriate adjustments in management to optimal outcome in major NCDs.

CKD is a major risk factor for cardiovascular disease

It is increasingly recognized that the burden of CKD is not limited to its implication on demands for RRT but has a major impact on the health of the overall population. Indeed, patients with reduced kidney function represent a population not only at risk for the progression of kidney disease and development of ESRD, but also at even greater risk for cardiovascular diseases. CKD is a major risk factor for cardiovascular mortality, and kidney disease is a major complication of diabetes. In ~400 000 Medicare patients with diabetes and CKD, in USA over 2 years of follow-up, the risk of death for cardiovascular diseases (32.3%) far exceeded that of the development of ESRD (6:1) [48]. Moreover, CKD has been documented as an independent risk factor for angina, myocardial infarction, heart failure, stroke, peripheral vascular disease and arrhythmias [49, 50]. The increased risk of cardiovascular disease associated with CKD has been shown in both general [37, 51, 52] and high-risk [52] populations, in young and elderly people [53], as well as in Caucasians [49], African blacks [54] and in Asian people [55].

There is also evidence that the increased cardiovascular risk in CKD patients does not just coexist with diabetes or hypertension. Indeed, an independent and progressive association between GFR and risk of cardiovascular events and death has been found in a community-based study in more than 1 million adult subjects in the USA [56]. Similarly, a recent study in more than 6000 people followed on average 7 years has shown that the risk of cardiovascular death was increased 46% in subjects with a mild-to-moderate reduction in GFR (30–60 L/min), independent of conventional risk factors such as diabetes and hypertension [57].

The reason why CKD is a risk factor for cardiovascular outcomes is not entirely clear, but it seems largely related to the excess prevalence of traditional cardiovascular risk factors, including hypertension, diabetes and dyslipidaemia associated with the renal disease. In addition, other factors such as hyperhomocystinaemia, abnormalities of mineral metabolism and parathyroid function may become more prevalent and have pathogenetic relevance as CKD progresses [58, 59]. Even patients with microalbuminuria and proteinuria, but still normal renal function, are at increased risk of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality [60]. Large studies in the general population showed that the presence of microalbuminuria or proteinuria is associated with enhanced risk of all-cause mortality at all levels of baseline kidney function [27, 49, 61–63].

Thus, through its impact on cardiovascular morbidity, CKD may directly contribute to the increasing global burden of death caused by cardiovascular disease. Therefore, these are the patients in whom efforts should be focused.

The need to raise awareness about early CKD and implement prevention programs

The major societal effect of CKD is the enormous financial cost and loss of productivity with associated advanced or ESRD. In many developed countries, treatment for ESRD accounts for more than 2–3% of their annual health-care budget, while the population with ESRD represents ~0.02–0.03% of the total population [64]. This situation is even worse in most developing countries, where RRT is often unavailable or unaffordable, and ~1 million people die with ESRD each year [65]. On the other hand, awareness of early and advanced CKD is low, even in developed nations, being <20% [38]. For example, in a recent survey in almost 500 000 people in Taiwan, as a part of medical screening programme, <4% of those with CKD (12%) were aware of their condition [66]. Moreover, it should be considered that CKD, even at more advanced stages, is treatable. Ample evidence from clinical trials has shown that control of hypertension and of proteinuria, especially with inhibitors of the renin–angiotensin system, are highly effective interventions for slowing the progression of diabetic and non-diabetic CKD [67, 68]. Studies have also documented that even
sustained remission or regression of proteinuric CKD is achievable especially in a large proportion of non-diabetic patients [69].

Together, these observations underline the urgent need for strategies to enhance awareness about CKD, especially in developing countries, where the low awareness may serve as a barrier to accessing appropriate care even when available [70] (Table 1). To this purpose, recently, the International Society of Nephrology and the International Federation of Kidney Foundation joined efforts to raise awareness regarding CKD by promoting the annual World Kidney Day (WKD). On this particular day, public activities such as free screening for CKD and its risk factors and meeting with the community population and leaders are planned and performed in numerous centres worldwide [71]. Nevertheless, the resources to implement effective early awareness, detection and prevention programmes for CKD should ultimately come from government health programmes as part of global strategy to improve public health. Some examples are the National Health Programme in Uruguay that has already incorporated CKD into their NCD prevention programmes, and the Strategic Network of Health Services against Chronic Kidney Disease in Mexico.

These programmes will help to decrease the costs of managing ESRD and cardiovascular disease and respond to public health demand. However, before these surveillance and intervention efforts are expanded, information on their sustainability and affordability to the public sector, especially in low-income countries, should be collected.

### Table 1. Public health initiatives targeting CKD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programme</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surveillance/survey</td>
<td>Study of Health Assessment, Nutrition, and Related Health Conditions (NHANES) [81] - A survey that examines a nationally representative sample of ~5000 US civilian non-institutionalized population (aged 1 year and older). It provides data about the prevalence and incidence of earlier stages of CKD and its risk factors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Renal Data System (USRDS) [80]</td>
<td>US Renal Data System collects and analyses information about prevalence/incidence of patients with end-stage renal disease on replacement therapy with dialysis or transplantation. It describes the burden of ESRD in the USA and provides international comparison.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESRD Network System [82]</td>
<td>It consists of 18 regional networks in the USA that collect information about treatment centre care to improve treatment and outcomes of ESRD patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEEP [84]</td>
<td>Kidney Early Evaluation Program (KEEP) is a large screening targeting populations at high risk of CKD, such as subjects with diabetes mellitus, hypertension or first-degree relatives with diabetes mellitus, hypertension or kidney disease. KEEP provides three simple tests that determine kidney function to nearly 1500 people each month in dozens of cities across the USA. The programme, which has screened hundreds of thousands of participants, is finding kidney disease at the earliest stage possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBD Study [14, 83]</td>
<td>As part of the Global Burden of Disease, Injuries and Risk Factors Study (GBD 2010), the International Society of Nephrology and the Core Team GBD study in Seattle are collecting and analysing data on prevalence, incidence of CKD stage 3 and 4 as well as ESRD on dialysis and transplantation worldwide. The survey also provides estimations of mortality and disability for CKD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISN Global Outreach (GO) [79]</td>
<td>The ISN-GO programme, by making the knowledge and experience of the developed world accessible to kidney doctors and other specialists in emerging countries, is improving kidney care and prevention strategies around the globe. It improves education of nephrologists, primary care physicians and other health professionals, raises public awareness about kidney disease and its risk factors, initiates and supports research projects to demonstrate efficacy of early screening for renal disease. Together with the International Federation of Kidney Foundation, ISN-GO joins efforts to raise awareness regarding CKD by promoting the annual World Kidney Day (WKD). In this day, public activities such as free screening for CKD and its risk factors and meetings with the community populations and leaders are planned and performed in numerous centres worldwide.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Conclusions

Medicine is developing evidence for the importance of CKD to public health and its contribution to the global burden of major NCDs, but has no equity plan [14, 72]. A more concerted, strategic and multisectorial approach, underpinned by solid research, is essential to help reverse the negative trends in the incidence of CKD and its risk factors, not just for a few beneficiaries but on a global health equity programme. Thus, a pragmatic approach to reduce the global burden of renal and cardiovascular diseases has to be adopted. For that, well-defined screening of community or high-risk populations followed by intervention programmes have to be initiated, especially in developing countries.

In recognition of the increasing burden and importance of chronic diseases, a high-level United Nations meeting with heads of governments of member states was organized last September in New York to discuss a global NCD Action Plan prepared by WHO. Although this document did provide the unique opportunity to bring attention to the pandemic of NCDs, it prioritized four chronic diseases, namely cardiovascular disease, cancer, diabetes and chronic respiratory disease [73]. Nevertheless, through intensive lobbying also by ISN, CKD has gained recognition in the final Political Declaration [73]. Indeed, a paragraph of the NCD Action Plan stated that the members of States of the UN General Assembly ‘recognize that renal, oral and eye disease pose a major health burden for many countries and that diseases share..."
common risk factors and can benefit from common responses to non-communicable diseases" [73]. However, NCD advocacy groups, such as ISN [74], as well as the editors of The Lancet and The British Medical Journal have underlined their disappointment over the insufficient emphasis on action to be taken by governments [75, 76]. In addition, they pointed out that a major opportunity to advance global health was in danger of being lost since the Political Declaration did not set substantive targets or timelines in the need for member states to activate policies in their public health programmes to address NCD issues [74–77].

In developing nations, there must also be a commitment to create in-country capacity, notably a human capacity that can determine for itself locally specific problems dealing with kidney diseases to be addressed through clinical research programmes. However, this implies greater efforts by the developed nations to limit the brain drain of scientists and health personnel from low- and middle-income countries [78]. The North-South capacity gap in health science, including nephrology, continues to narrow, but it has by no means disappeared. At the same time, a new gap in capacity has emerged between scientifically proficient and scientifically lagging developing countries, the so-called South–South gap. This divide has surfaced because the number of developing countries making significant strides in building scientific capacity remains small (Brazil, Argentina, Mexico, Chile, South Africa, India, China and Malaysia). There are examples of increasing South–South cooperation that are helping to close this gap. However, even developing countries that have successfully strengthened their scientific capacity have proven more adept at building their knowledge base than applying the know-how, scientists/physicians acquire to address societal concerns. Along these lines, ISN through its Global Outreach programmes, especially the Research and Prevention programme, has developed several initiatives for emerging countries that can be implemented according to the peculiar needs and organization facilities of the given nation [79]. Overall, the emphasis is on models to promote and foster autonomous programmes in regions where they are most needed.

The hope is that all these efforts will assist to make a major advance in addressing the neglected aspect of the renal health of people worldwide.
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